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B B C Northern Ireland Schools

One Potato, Two PotatoOne Potato, Two PotatoAge 5 - 7

Autumn 2005 Teacher's Notes

Key Stage 1

RADIO

The series provides a training ground for the development of listening skills in P1-P3 pupils.  
Using a mixture of story, song, rhyme, discussion, poetry and music, all locally based, the 
programmes are designed to encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate the 
imagination of young children and to extend their awareness of their own environment and 
heritage.

The topics this term are friends and friendship, the weather, houses and housing and creative 
music making. 
      

Programmes

Sharing      20 September
Friends      27 September
Harvey Stoat and Friends     4  October
A Rainy Day      11 October  
Rain Makers      18 October
The Three Little Pigs    25 October
Dens         8 November
Moving House                       15 November 
Crannog      22 November
The Hairy Scary Castle    29 November

* Please note no broadcast on 1 November *

Northern Ireland Curriculum

The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics and 
Science at Key Stage 1.

The series will also assist with History, Geography, Music and cross-curricular themes.  These will 
include cultural heritage, education for mutual understanding and PSHE.

Tape Recording

Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape-record programmes.  By using the pause button 
sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or appreciation.  Many 
of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them again.
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After the Broadcast
Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up 
activities are given in these Teacher�s Notes or are made during the broadcasts.  Teachers might 
like to consider some or all of the following aspects after the programme.

�  Discussion and/or recall of broadcast
�  Re-tell the story
�  Art or craft work
�  Topic or project work
�  Singing songs/repeating rhymes
�  Number work
�  Drama/acting the story/role play
�  Written work

Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters will always be 
welcomed and acknowledged.

Teacher�s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in the 
classroom.   Please send your comments, information, criticism or suggestions to:-

The Producer
One Potato, Two Potato
BBC Broadcasting House
Belfast
BT2 8HQ

Or e-mail us at: learning.ni@bbc.co.uk 

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcast Council for Northern 
Ireland.
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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 1               by Sam McBratney

20 September                

Friends and friendship are the theme of the broadcasts over the next three weeks and the unit 
starts with a programme about sharing things.

Poem/Song
   

   My Brother
   (sung to the tune of �Let him go, let him tarry..�)

   My brother is as generous
   as anyone could be,
   for everything he�s ever had
   he�s always given me.
   He has loaned me his binoculars,
   his new computer games,
   and his wind-up wailing dragon
   that breathes artiÞ cial ß ames.

   I�ve been grateful for his robots,
   for his giant teddy bear,
   but not for certain other things
   I�d hope he�d never share.
   Though I�m glad he�s shared his rockets and
   his magic jumping socks.
   I wish my brother hadn�t shared.
   his case of CHICKEN  POX.

      By Jack Prelusky

Story

   The Three Sacks of Corn
   Adapted from an old legend which is found in many countries.

The farmer said to himself, �I have three sacks of corn.  Two sacks will get me through the winter - I won�t 
eat any more than that.  I will give the third one to my brother in case he is short.�
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After the programme

words for discussion:- to be generous, binoculars, to borrow, to fall out, a sack race. 
� What does �sharing� mean to the class?  What things do they share every day - and do 

they understand that it is a two-way thing?
� What things do they like to share?
� What things do they not like to share?
� Talk about what it is like to �fall out� with a close friend.  How do they feel?  What 

caused the quarrel, and what happened next?
� Does most of the class share a bedroom?  What do they feel about this?
� Sharing games and toys with family and friends.  What sorts can they think of where it 

is more fun, or even essential, to share with other people?
� Sharing things with those less fortunate.  Talk about giving to charity or collecting items 

for good causes or in response to a disaster somewhere in the world.
� Act out the story.  It is ideal for simple classroom drama.  Two children can play the part 

of the farmer and his brother, and six other the sacks of corn - three in each location.

Northern  Ireland  Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore stories, poems   
    and songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other    
    expressive activities; take part in drama activities, including   
    role play; express thoughts, feelings and opinions in response to   
    personal experiences, literature and media etc.

Reading:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: listen to and understand a  
    range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented on tape,  
    radio  or television.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 1

PSHE
sharing
awareness of others
bullying
friendship

ENGLISH
classroom drama
discussion
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Friends

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 2            compiled by: Bernagh Brims
27 September                story by:  Martin Waddell
           

A programme about friendship. What makes a good friend?  Are you a good friend?  And how do 
you feel when you fall out with a friend?

Poems

    My Friend Joe

    I�ve got a friend, his name is Joe
    He comes with me��wherever I go
    He runs fast and he talks quite slow
    And he�s very hard to hear��

    Now Joe thinks things that aren�t OK
    Are exactly the things to do each day
    And he knows the strangest games to play
    But he�s very hard to see��

    He sleeps with me��underneath my bed
    He never eats �cos he never wants fed
    He laughs when I put sugar on my bread
    And he�s very hard to touch��

    One day Joe came with me to school
    He called the teacher a big fat fool
    Then he sat on the teacher�s stool
    But he�s very hard to scold��

    I got a new neighbour, his name is Jack
    He said I can play with his railway track
    Joe moved out and he hasn�t come back
    And��I think I�m too busy these days

     to have to worry about Joe
      all the time��!

        By Chris Ward
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    The Rabbit and the Fox

    A rabbit came hopping, hopping,
    hopping along in the park.
    �I�ve just been shopping, shopping,
    I must be home before dark.�
    
    A fox came talking, stalking,
    stalking from under a tree.
             �Where are you walking, walking?
    Why don�t you walk with me?�

    The rabbit was hopping, hopping,
    hopping, away from the tree.
              �I�ve just been shopping, shopping
    I must be home for tea.�

             �Come with me, bunny, bunny -  
    bunny, you come with me;
    I�ll give you some honey, honey,
    I�ll give you some honey for tea.�

              �I can�t be stopping, stopping,
    I�m far too busy today� - 
    And the rabbit went hopping, hopping,
    hopping away and away.

        By Clive Sansom

Song

    My Best Friend

    My friend is clever and she�s kind, she�s very good to me 
    She has me round to her house, sometimes I stay for tea
    She lets me play with all her toys, her very favourite doll
    I would not be without my friend at all, at all, at all.

Chorus   My best friend, my best friend
    She loves me to the end
    My best friend, my best friend
    She loves me to the end.

    My friend is very good to me, she lets me ride her bike
    And things that she likes doing best are the things I like
    When I�m making something and it goes completely wrong
    She helps me get it right again, it never takes her long.

    My best friend is always full of jokes, she really makes me smile
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    When I�m tired of playing games, we both rest for a while
    We sometimes go out to the park, but if it�s nasty weather
    We read a book or sing a song or watch TV together.

    I wouldn�t be without my friend, she brightens up the day
    I think I�d miss her terribly if she went away
    And if she�s ever cross with me, or we should have a Þ ght
    A friend�s a friend, so we make up, and everything�s alright.

Story
    

     The Wee Bad Wolf                           by Martin Waddell

Once upon a time there was a wee bad wolf, who wasn�t really bad at all.  He just liked people to think that 
he was, because wolves are��

After the programme

There are obviously numerous directions in which a project or friendship could go, according to 
the level of the classes understanding. 

Some ideas for discussion:

� What makes a friend.  How or why do you choose a particular person.
� Making friends when you are �new� at school, or move house
� How can you be a good friend?
� Name calling; pet names.
� Does a friend have to be the same age/sex?  (What about grannies, neighbours, pets,      

dinner ladies etc).
� Playing games with friends.  Keeping rules
� Recognising people who may not really be friends.
� Imaginary friends.
� Sharing friends.
� Ask the class to write or draw three things they like doing with their friends.  Write /         

draw the things they like doing by themselves.
� Write down some good things they like about a friend
� Write down some of their own good points (attributes they give to a friendship).

 

Northern  Ireland  Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should take part in conversations and discussions; tell  
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     stories and talk about events; express thoughts, feelings and  
     opinions.
 
Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: write
     for their amusement and enjoyment and to 
     express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings. 

Cross-Curricular  Links

PPROGRAMME 2

PSHE
feelings
sharing
friendship

English
discussion/writing on friendship
real or imaginary experiences
write descriptive words of a
friend
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Harvey Stoat and Friends

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 3                    by: Sam McBratney
4 October 

Another programme on the subject of friends and friendship.

Harvey Stoat has a problem which some children may be familiar with - he is picked on by Billy 
Weasel who sits beside him in class.   The only solution is not to go to school at all.

Almost everyone who was there that day could see what a wonderful thing Harvey Stoat had just done.  He 
had turned every day into a holiday��People went home feeling happy.  Billy Weasel was so pleased that 
he ate his jotter - a thing he had always wanted to do.

Song
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1. The children form a circle with one �lonely� child in the centre.
2. The circle moves around as the �lonely� child sings slowly and sadly: �I�m lonely, I�m 

lonely,��etc.�
3. The children in the circle respond, �Would I do, would I do��etc.�
4. �Lonely� child selects a companion.  The children dance around the �lonely� child and 

his/her new companion, forming a little circle in the centre.
All sing quickly:
�So round and round��etc.�

5. The process is repeated.  Each child in the circle selects a friend, until the circle is �used    
up�.

         (Courtesy of Children of God series)

After the programme

In addition to some of the suggestions in last week�s programme, this week�s story could lead to 
discussions on:

� Not wanting to go to school
� Bullying
� Which is better - a best friend, or several very good friends?
� What things do you �fall out� with your friend about?
� Harvey Stoat stopped the clock at ten past two because the clock hands were together.     

Older children could write down some other times when the clock hands are �together�.
� If they could choose, what time of the day would the children like to stop the clock so   

that it was that time forever.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: describe 
     and talk about real and imaginary experiences
     and about people, places, things and events.

Maths

Measures:    Pupils should have opportunities to: recognise 
     times on the clock face
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Cross-Curricular Links

 

PPROGRAMME 3

ENGLISH
discussion/writing on friendships
real and imaginary experiences
descriptive words

MATHS
telling the time

PSHE
feelings
sharing
friendship

PE/MUSIC
play the Friendly Game
(see music)
or other games involving co-
operation
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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 4                  story by: Janice Johnston
11 October                                                    script by: Bernagh Brims

A weather programme focusing on rain, and including the water cycle, fog and ice illustrated by 
poems and songs.

Poem

   Dragon Smoke

   Breathe and blow
   White clouds
   With every puff
   It�s cold today
   Cold enough
   To see your breath
   Huff!
   Breathe dragon smoke
   Today!

       By Lilian Moore

Story

As soon as Mum opened the door the rain became even noisier.  It pelted down on the ground so 
hard that it bounced right back up again.  When Craig stepped out his whole head was Þ lled with 
the sound as it banged against his hood.  Needles of water tried to pierce through the rubbery 
material of his jacket, but they slithered off.
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SONG
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SONG

verse 2  The street lights look strange with a fuzzy dim light.
   I can�t see the houses.  You�d think it was night.
   It feels like a cobweb, or inside a tomb,
   this strange and mysterious gloom.

verse 3  The trafÞ c sounds quiet.  My footsteps are slow.
   It�s difÞ cult now to know which way to go.
   It�s strange to feel lost on familiar ground,
   when fog closes in all around.  
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SONG

verse 2  Garden ponds are solid now
   and the Þ shes underwater
   have to stay there anyhow,
   and the thirsty birds peck the ice somehow,
   in the cold and frosty air.

chorus  Whoops-a-dai-sy!
   Better take care.
   The road is sli-ppe-ry there.
   If you want to run you�d be-tter think twice,
   for the road is co-vered with ice. 

verse 3  We can slide and have some fun
   and we try to keep our balance
   and enjoy our skating fun,
   till the ice melts when the winter sun
   thaws the cold and frost air.
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chorus  Whoops-a-dai-sy!
   Better take care.
   The road is sli-ppe-ry there.
   If you want to run you�d be-tter think twice,
   for the road is co-vered with ice. 

Fact File

The Rain Cycle

� The Earth always has about the same amount of water.  It is always on the move - the    
water cycle produces the most obvious types of weather, clouds, fog, rain and snow.

� Every plant and animal needs water to survive.  The water cycle provides the earth with 
a continual supply of fresh water.

� Surface water is heated by the sun, and the top layer evaporates.  This changes into   
vapour.  The water vapour rises in the air and cools down and some of it becomes 
clouds.  Rain falls from some clouds back to land, and the cycle continues.

� Water can be found in three forms, ice, liquid water and water vapour.
� Fog is like a cloud, at ground level.  It is made up of billions of tiny water droplets.  It 

forms when water vapour cools down (which is why it most often forms at night, or in   
the very early morning).  It clears away when the sun warms up the air again.

� Dew is formed when the air has become cold at night and water droplets form on grass 
and leaves.

� Frost is created when the ground freezes hard and droplets of water in it change into 
ice.

After the programme

words for discussion:- evaporate; top �layer�; foggy.

� Discuss/draw simple diagrams of the rain cycle.
� If the weather is cold enough, breathe �dragon smoke�, and explain how the warmth 

of your breath forms a type of �fog� when it mixes with cool air.  (The same thing can  
sometimes be seen when you open the door of a freezer).

� Talk about clouds, and �fog� in a bathroom after a hot bath.
� Talk about being out in the rain.  Have the children ever thought of it as fun, as in the 

story?
� Talk about suitable clothing/footwear for being out in the rain.
� WaterprooÞ ng.  Bring in a variety of materials and fabrics, and discuss which might 

keep you dry in the rain.  Stretch pieces of material over a jam jar and secure with an 
elastic band.  Drip water on to each and see how long it takes for it to soak through.  Put 
the samples in order of most to least waterproof.

� Freezing.  Why do they put salt on the road in winter?  Put two containers with the 
same amount of water in a freezer - one of them having a little salt added.  Which 
freezes faster?
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� Evaporation - do some experiments.

- Using a measuring jug put the same quantity of water into three containers 
with different diameters e.g. a cup, a saucer and a bowl.  Put them on a sunny 
windowsill.  Note which container had the largest water surface.  Check the 
amount of water left in each container by the end of the school day by pouring 
it back into the measuring jug.

- Find an area in the school grounds where a puddle always collects e.g. on 
paving stones or tarmac.  When the rain stops, draw round the puddle with a 
piece of chalk.  Draw another line after an hour, and so on.  Try it in different 
types of weather i.e. the puddle will dry faster on a hot sunny day.

- Put two identical sources of water on a sunny windowsill, and �shade� one 
with a propped up book.  Which evaporates faster?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should be given opportunities to express thoughts,  
     feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences,   
     literature, media and curricular topics or activities e.g. respond  
     to an educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to listen to and understand a  
     range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented  
     on tape, radio or television.

Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to write for a variety of   
     purposes and to express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings,  
     describe, narrate.  

Geography

Weather:    Pupils should have opportunities to learn about the weather in  
     their local area; changes in weather through the seasons; how  
     weather effects people�s lives; the weather in other places.

Science 

Interpreting and Evaluating: Pupils should have opportunities to: present their Þ ndings using  
     appropriate methods e.g. block graphs, labelled pictures, bar  
     charts etc.
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Materials.  Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: investigate similarities  
     and differences in materials and objects and sort them according  
     to their properties e.g. those which absorb water and those   
     which are waterproof.

Change:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: Þ nd out about the   
     effects of heating and cooling some everyday substances such as  
     water.

Maths

Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data and record it;  
     help to design an observation sheet and use it to record a set of  
     data leading to a frequency table, and collate and analyse the  
     results.

Music

Composing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound; explore  
     and investigate ways of making sounds; create simple effects  
     using single sounds; select and use sounds to express mood and  
     atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and  
     simple songs; develop an awareness of simple features in songs  
     and accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to:  respond imaginatively to   
     a variety of short pieces of music; think and talk about the   
     features and effects of the music they create, perform and listen  
     to.

Art     Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint;  
     make three dimensional structures by assembling, arranging and 
     joining a variety of materials.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 4

MATHS
charts

SCIENCE
the water cycle
evaporation
condensation
freezing
waterproofing
experimentation

ENGLISH
discussion
story comprehension
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RainMakers

Programme 5           By Kate Murphy
18 October        

Creative music making in this week�s One Potato, Two Potato when Libby and Michael will be 
continuing the theme of weather, by encouraging the children to make their own weather sounds 
while they accompany a song all about Mr McGrew.

* If possible, the programme should be recorded so that the children can hear, and accompany 
the song again after the programme *

Song  Mister McGrew

verse 1  Mister McGrew went riding on a pony

   Woodblock
   
   Not a thing going wrong as he rode along

   Woodblock

   Then all at once he heard a clap of thunder

   Tambourine

   And the thunder made a sound
   That echoed all around,
   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony.

   Woodblock

verse 2  It grew very dark and down came the rain

   Rainmaker

   And the rain made a sound
   That echoed all around
   After the thunder

   Tambourine

   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

   Woodblock
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verse 3  Then after a while, the wind began to blow
   
   Whooh

   And the wind made a sound
   That echoed all around
   After the rain came

   Rainmaker

   After the thunder

   Tambourine

   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

   Woodblock

verse 4  A truck passed him by and hooted on his horn

   Horn

   And the truck made a sound
   That echoed all around
   After the wind blew

   Whooh

   After the rain came

   Rainmaker

   After the thunder
   
   Tambourine

   But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

   Woodblock

verse 5  A bee buzzed around and stung on the nose

   Shaker

   And the bee made a sound that echoed all around
   After the tuck passed

   Horn
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    After the wind blew

    Whooh

    After the rain came

    Rainmaker

    After the thunder
 
    Tambourine

    But Mr McGrew kept riding on his pony

    Woodblock

Sounds/Instruments used in the programme

(These are suggestions only.  The song may also be performed using actions instead of instruments, or with 
a combination of both.  Let the children experiment until they Þ nd sounds which satisfy them).

    Instrument    Action

PONY   woodblock    tongue clicking

THUNDER   sheet of cardboard   vocal �crash�
    or
    tambourine

RAIN   rainmaker    Þ ngers

WIND   tambourine    blow/whistle
    or
    shaker 

TRUCK   horn     �beep beep� sound
    or
    recorder

BEE    shaker    buzzing sound
    or
    tambourine
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After the programme

� Learn the song.  The accumulative nature of the words is quite complex, so they would 
be better written out on the board or displayed.

� Experiment with a variety of instruments and sounds to select the accompaniments.
� Choose other favourite poems, stories or songs and Þ nd sounds to illustrate them.
� Select a theme and make a sound picture e.g. weather - starts to rain, heavier, thunder, 

lightning, gale, snow, calm etc.  Ask the children to think carefully about the sound they 
are trying to portray i.e. a storm isn�t simply a very loud noise!=

� Use made-up sound effects as well as vocal or instruments e.g. drop rice or dried peas 
on to a hard surface to sound like rain.

� Compose a whole �piece of music� on the theme, just using sounds and without words. 
If possible record the effect and play it back and see if it could be improved.  Could a 
class who has never heard the piece guess what the theme is?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should be given opportunities to express thoughts,   
     feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences,   
     literature, media and curricular topics or activities e.g. respond  
     to an educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to listen to and understand a  
     range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented  
     on tape, radio or television.

Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to write for a variety of   
     purposes and to express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings;  
     describe; narrate.

Geography

Weather:    Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: the weather in  
     their local area; changes in weather through the seasons; how  
     weather effects people�s lives; the weather in other places.

Science

Investigating and Evaluating: Pupils should have opportunities to: present their Þ ndings using  
     appropriate methods e.g. block graphs, labelled pictures, bar  
     charts etc.
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Materials.  Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: investigate similarities  
     and differences in materials and objects and sort them according  
     to their properties e.g. those which absorb water and those   
     which are waterproof.

Change:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: Þ nd out about the   
     effects of heating and cooling some everyday substances such as  
     water.

Maths

Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data and record it;  
     help to design an observation sheet and use it to record a set of  
     data leading to a frequency table, and collate and analyse the  
     results.

Music

Composing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound; explore  
     and investigate ways of making sounds; create simple effects  
     using single sounds; select and use sounds to express mood and  
     atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and  
     simple songs; develop an awareness of simple features in songs  
     and accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond imaginatively   
     to a variety of short pieces of music; think and talk about the  
     features and effects of the music they create, perform, and listen  
     to.

Art     Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with paint;  
     make three dimensional structures by assembling, arranging  
     and joining a variety of materials.
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Cross-Curricular Links

        

PPROGRAMME 5

MUSIC
experimentation
composition
singing

ENGLISH
illustrate poems
illustrate stories

SCIENCE
construct
instruments/
sound effects
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B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 6              adapted by Bernagh Brims
25 October           

The programmes in the second half of this term will be loosely connected by the themes of 
housing.

In this re-telling of the traditional story, two of the little pigs attempt to build their houses with 
cardboard and polystyrene  - no more successful than the original straw and sticks (but easier to 
Þ nd in the classroom!)  The programme also looks at materials and directions.

After the programme

words for discussion:- plaster (house); pebble-dash; concrete; to be wise; the sun �sinks� in the 
west; polystyrene.

� Find out about pigs - allegedly very intelligent creatures.
� Find out about wolves.  (Possibly an ancestor of the domestic dog, they once lived all  

over the Northern Hemisphere.  Today they have disappeared from all but the wildest 
parts of Western Europe, but they still range over much of Asia and Northern Canada.  
They live in forests and open ground and hunt by day, usually in small packs).

� Why are wolves often the �baddies� in traditional stories?  (e.g. Little Red Riding Hood).
� Make a list of the types of housing the children live in and Þ nd out which is the most 

common.
� Can the children Þ nd out what type of material the outside of their houses are 

constructed from.  List and compare.
� If there is a building being built nearby, perhaps a carefully supervised visit to the site 

could be arranged to observe how walls are built etc. (an opportunity to warn of the 
dangers of playing anywhere near a building site).

� If you can Þ nd a supply of shoe boxes, or if you have a set of large building bricks, 
demonstrate how a wall is constructed for stability in over-lapping rows.

� Try to construct some houses for the little pigs out of different materials.  Explore their 
potential in relation to strength, durability, stability etc.

� Do some �hufÞ ng� and �pufÞ ng� experiments.  Make towers of cubes and try to blow 
them down.  Compare the distance of the wind source, the strength of the wind and the 
dimensions of the tower in order to discover the relationship between the design of the 
tower and its stability.

� Make paper boats with sails and blow them along using drinking straws.
� Make wet blobs of paint on a piece of paper and blow through a straw to make designs.
� Discuss other traditional stories with three characters e.g. The Three Bears, The Three 

Billy Goats Gruff, Three Blind Mice.  Sort objects into threes and discuss words such as 
triplet, trio, tricycle. 

� In today�s story each little pig chose a different direction.  Do some work on north, 
south, east and west.
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� Find out �family� names for animals e.g. sow, piglet, boar, cow, calf, bull, mare, foal, 
stallion.

� Have any of the children visited Tolleymore Forest?  Or a similar forest near you?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:   Pupils should have opportunities to:  explore stories and  
      poems re-creating parts of them in art, drama and other  
      expressive activities.

Reading:     Pupils should have opportunities to: explore familiar   
      stories and other simple texts with the teacher, using   
      drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive features.       

Science

Materials: Properties:   Pupils should be given opportunities to:  explore the   
      properties of materials, including shape, colour, texture  
      and behaviour.

Carrying Out and Making:  Pupils should be given opportunities to:  assemble and  
      rearrange materials e.g.  construct; explore different ways  
      of joining materials.

Geography

Introduction to Geographical Skills: Pupils should have opportunities to: 
      use N.S.E. & W as directions.

The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: some  
      plants and animals from their local area and from other  
      lands.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 6

SCIENCE
construction
materials and properties
blowing experiments

ENGLISH/DRAMA
act out the story
stories with wolves/
three characters
names of animals
traditional

PSHE
relationships

Geography
N.S.E. & W
animals

MATHS
sort objects into threes
list/compare types of
housing

ART
make/draw pigs
houses
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Dens
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Programme 7                  by Sam McBratney
8 November   

The unit on houses and housing continues with a programme about dens.  It is about the fun of 
making a secret place to hide - under a table, under the stairs, under a rug thrown over a clothes 
horse.  The programme revisits the themes of friends and sharing from earlier in the term and also 
includes a look at the dens, burrows and nests of wild creatures.

Story

Arthur Smith lived in Cushendall.  Everyone just called him �Art� for short.  Art loved making dens.  
Sometimes he crawled into the dark under the stairs and played with his toy tractor or his big soft ugly 
monster.  Sometimes he crawled under the table and made a little house for himself surrounded by all the legs 
of the table and the chairs��

However Art�s troubles start when he and his friends are invited to visit Myrtle Stackpole�s 
playhouse��

Song

   Peek A Boo

   Peek-a-boo, I see you,
   Did you see me just then?
   Oh dear me,
   What can I be?
   I�m hiding in my den.
   In my den, in my den,
   I�m hiding in my den

      By Michael McDowell

After the programme

A discussion on �dens� the children have made should be popular.

� Where were they?
� Who shared them?
� What were they made from?
� Were they safe?
� Were they secret (and should they have been?)
� What do they like to play with?
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NB :  Please emphasise the potential danger in climbing into or onto heavy or unstable objects 
or constructing anything with heavy, sharp or breakable materials.

�  Animals� dens, burrows, nests etc.

Story Comprehension

� Where did Art make his dens?  (under the stairs, under a table, inside his mother�s  
clothes horse, in a big box)

� What was Myrtle Stackpole like?  (rather bossy)
� What did Art want to do in her playhouse?  (fry pretend sausages)
� Why did Myrtle Stackpole think she should be able to give the orders?  (it was her 

playhouse)
� Why did Art think he could get his own way?  (he wore a crown and kings can do what 

they like)
� Describe Art�s new den (made from the washing machine�s delivery box)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop their talking and  
     listening in a variety of contexts and including interaction   
     through classroom activities, role play and drama, membership  
     of a group and conversation with others.

Science

Carrying Out and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to: assemble and rearrange  
     materials; explore different ways of joining materials; develop  
     manipulative skills using a range of materials.

Materials and Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: work with a range of  
     materials; explore the properties of materials including shape,  
     colour, texture and behaviour.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 7

PSHE
falling out
being bossy
friends
safety
co-operation

ENGLISH
story comprehension
Daniel and the lion's
den

SCIENCE
construction
with materials

ART
draw an ideal 'den'
make a plan of the
inside of a playhouse
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Programme 8             by Ann Burnett
15 November                         

The practical and emotional experiences of moving house.  David in today�s story moves rather 
further away than most - all the way to the planet Erb 35.

Poems

   Song of the Removal Man

   Wardrobes, tables, double beds,
   Frying pans and chairs,
   Boxes full of cups and plates,
   Books and teddy bears.

   Microwaves and TV sets,
   Videos and cartoons,
   Home computers, footballs
   Tin openers and teaspoons.

   I heave them in my big van,
   And pack them in real tight.
   I drive off to the new house,
   I found the place all right.

   So then I start unloading
   All the stuff I packed before.
   I hope that nothing�s broken,
   Can it all go through the door?

   Wardrobes, tables, double beds,
   Frying pans and chairs,
   Boxes full of cups and plates,
   Books and teddy bears.

   Microwaves and TV sets,
   Videos and cartoons,
   Home computers, footballs,
   Tin openers and teaspoons.

       By Ann Burnett 
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   Gone

   In the big house across the way
   Lived my friend Jane - until today.
   Six men this morning, in a van,
   Came after breakfast, and began
   To pack up all the beds and chairs,
   The nice red carpet off the stairs,
   And all the things I used to see,
   When Jane invited me for tea.

   They took the dishes and the plates,
   And packed them into wooden crates.
   They took Jane�s toy box, dolls and all,
   They took the big clock from the hall.
   They took the carpets, tied with strings,
   And pots and pans and kitchen things.
   They took the sofa where we played
   (And where I slept, the night I stayed).

   Cupboards, chests and kitchen stools,
   Cooker, fridge and gardening tools,
   Jane�s red bike - I don�t know how
   They got them in that van.  But now
   They�ve gone and shut the big front door,
   And I can�t call there any more
   It�s sad to think that form today
   I�ll never go to Jane�s to play.

       Anon

Story

�The teacher took David into the classroom.  Everybody turned round when he came in and waved their ten 
legs at him.
�This is David, from Earth,� said Number 663661, the teacher. �Say hello to him.�
All the pupils went bright yellow and made strange clicking noises.  The teacher nudged David.
�Click back to them and turn yellow.!
�I can�t,� whispered David, turning red instead, �I don�t know how to..�

After the programme

words for discussion:- removal van; gravity; oxygen supply;

� Some of the class may have stories to relate about moving house - good and bad.
� Helping �new� people to Þ t in.  Discuss and design a class �charter� for the best ways to 

treat someone new.

MovingHouse OnePotato, TwoPotato
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� Discuss the reasons for moving house e.g. new job, more space needed, just for a 
change.  (Family break-down could also be an issue)

� Write a class letter - or individual ones -  to someone who has recently left your class.  
Or write an imaginary one giving the class news.

� Let the children list the ten most important things they would want to bring with them 
if they moved house.

Story Comprehension

� Where did David�s family move?  (to Planet Erb, in Outer Space)
� What did his family have to wear to step outside?  (space suits)
� Why did people on Planet Erb have numbers instead of names?  (so no one would have 

the same name and there would be no confusion)  
NB does anyone in your class have the same name?  Is it �confusing�?

� How many legs did David�s classmates have?  (ten)
� How did they say hello?  (they went bright yellow and made clicking noises)
� Why couldn�t David play football?  (he was too slow with only two legs and his space boots 

were too heavy)
� What was he better at than his classmates?  (writing)

  

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Children should have opportunities to: express their thoughts,  
     feeling and opinions in response to personal experiences,   
     literature and media.

Writing:    Children should have opportunities to: write for the teacher,  
     parents and other pupils.  This can be in various forms - letters,  
     description of places, diaries.

Science

Living Things:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore similarities and  
     differences between themselves and other children.

History

Personal History:   Pupils should have opportunities to: explore my life then and  
     now; my life so far; my family and school.

MovingHouse OnePotato, TwoPotato
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Cross-Curricular Links

 

  

 

MovingHouse OnePotato, TwoPotato

PPROGRAMME 8

ENGLISH
letter writing
discussion
comprehension

PSHE
making friends
'new' people in class
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Programme 9                                by Albert Crawford
2 November        

Continuing our theme of housing, the programme features a story about life in early times on a 
crannog, or ancient lake dwelling, featuring in particular the one found in Eskragh Lough, County 
Tyrone which existed from approximately 1200 BC.  What might life have been like for our 
ancestors in Neolithic times?

Story

Billy was sitting there, staring out over the shiny water, a dreamy look in his eyes, as if he were 
thinking back into the Long Long Ago, when his canoe was hollowed out of a great tree trunk by 
strange looking men��

Song

   Hunting Song

   Here we go hunting, out across the lake
   Looking for whatever kind of dinner we can take
   Here we go a hunting, creeping through the wood
   Makes no difference how we Þ nd it, we want food.

   Here we go hunting, crawling very near
   They look far too fat and healthy, let us steal their deer
   Here we go a hunting, stalking through the bush
   Softly or they�ll see us coming.  Hush.  Hush.  Hush.

   Now we are a hunting, underneath the sun
   Look out, they have seen us coming.  Grab the meat and run.
   Oh you clumsy hunter, you stood on a stick
   Now the tribe is close behind us.  Quick.  Quick.  Quick.

   We have been a hunting, racing through the trees
   Now they�re chasing after us like angry swarming bees
   We have been a hunting, now we�re near the shore
   They are getting close, closer, hear them roar.

   We have been a hunting, here�s our boats at last
   Jump into your own canoe and paddle very fast.
   We have been a hunting, look at what we�ve got
   Get your wooden bucket, Þ ll the big black pot.

   We have been a hunting, very far away

Crannog

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005
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   We have travelled miles and miles for more than a day.
   We have been a hunting in the forest deep
   Now that we have eaten, we shall have some sleep.
           By Albert Crawford

The above song was written for children to perform the actions (after the broadcast) as they sing - or as the 
song is recited.  This may be in the form of an action play in the classroom, with the obvious interpretation 
of the hunters cautiously stealing up on the other tribe, grabbing the deer and attempting to make good 
their escape or (preferably outside or in the school hall) two teams line up facing each other with the �deer� 
(a school bag?) inside a hoop, or in a chalked circle, between them.  While the song is sung, the teacher calls 
out the name of two opposing children, who approach the �deer�.  As long as neither one attempts to take it 
the other cannot interfere, but once one does snatch it, the other has to touch that opponent before he or she 
reaches the safety of their own line.

Fact File

Some crannogs were entirely man-made islands, built in shallow loughs or marshes.  Others were 
natural small islands with artiÞ cial extensions.  They were built with layers of peat brushwood, 
logs, stones, straw, rushes and bones, held together by timber palisades or stone walls.  Some sites 
are known to have been settled in Neolithic times, and others in the late Bronze and Iron Ages.

Over 250 sites are known and they are especially common in the North, particularly in the Erne 
basin.

The writer of today�s programme, Albert Crawford saw two wooden canoes embedded in the 
mud of the shore of Lough Eskragh in 1953 when the water was low during an unusually dry 
summer.  The posts of the crannog could be seen.  The canoes have since perished, but other Þ nds 
are in the Ulster Museum, e.g. moulds for swords and axes, a stone anvil, a polished stone axe, a 
jet bracelet and saddle shaped quern stones for grinding corn.  Further investigations of the site 
were also made in 1973.

After the Programme

words for discussion:- dug-out canoes; pier; to �paddle� a canoe.

� Art work: make a crannog.  Make a Þ rm base and paint it blue.  Make a papier-mâché   
or plasticine shoreline.  Construct canoes from paper, card or balsa wood, and huts 
from painted separated cardboard egg containers.

� Discuss what it would be like to live on an island.  What might be the pros and cons?  
(Introduce the idea that we live on a big island).

� Talk about how life might have been like when there were no shops. How would the  
children feel about making their own clothes, hunting or growing their own food etc?

� Act out the hunting song.

Crannog OnePotato, TwoPotato
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

History   Pupils should have opportunities to: develop a sense of the past   
    by: identifying obvious differences between past and present; talking  
    about possible reasons why people may have acted as they did in the  
    past and how they might have felt; talking about evidence and   
    artefacts which give us information about the past.

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: take part in
    drama activities, including role play; describe
    and talk about real and imaginary experiences and
    about people, places, things and events.

Art

Material, Tool and
Processes:   Pupils should have opportunities to: make three 
    dimensional structures by assembling, arranging
    and joining a variety of materials.

Cross-Curricular Links

Crannog OnePotato, TwoPotato

PPROGRAMME 9

ART
a model of a crannog
colour/camouflage

MUSIC
act out the Hunting
song

HISTORY
life in early times
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Programme 10         by Barbara Gray
29 November     

In this week�s music programme, Libby and Michael will be exploring a �hairy scary castle�, and 
encouraging the children to listen to all the sounds they Þ nd there and to join in the song with all 
sorts of sounds of their own.

Song

This song is cumulative, with two new lines being added each 
verse at lines 4 and 5 (see italics).  The last two lines of the
tune are repeated each time a verse is added.

TheHairy Scary Castle
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   In the Hairy Scary Castle, 
   In the Hairy Scary Castle,          

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 Where the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,
 Where the rats go SQUEAK,
 And the bats go FLAP!
 And the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,
 Where the stairs go CREAK,
 And the clock goes TOCK!
 Where the rats go SQUEAK,
 And the bats go FLAP!
 Where the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 In the Hairy Scary Castle,          
 Where the wind goes WHOOSH,
 And the doors go BANG!
 Where the stairs go CREAK,
 And the clock goes TOCK! 
 Where the rats go SQUEAK,
 And the bats go FLAP!
 Where the skeletons RATTLE,
 And the ghosts go BOO!

After the Programme

words for discussion:-  castle window �like a slit�; a skeleton; a bat; a grandfather clock; a 
hurricane; an attic; a heavy thud.  

� Learn the song.  Break it up into verses and sing each a few times until the children are   
conÞ dent with it.

� Discuss with the children ways of making vocal or body sounds to illustrate the song.  
Using their ideas as much as possible, sing the song again, including these sounds.  
Libby and Michael decided on:-

TheHairy Scary Castle One Potato, TwoPotato
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door:   
skeleton:  
rat:   
clock:   
stairs:   
banging doors: 
wind:   

vocal squeak ranging from low to high
rattling Þ nger nails on table top
high pitched squeak
clicking tongue
deep creaking vocal sounds
stamping feet
whooshing sound

� For a longer project, substitute the vocal and body sounds with noises you can make   
with classroom objects.  Leave plenty of time for experimentation.  Talk about which of 
the Hairy Scary Castle sounds are loud.  Which are quiet?  Which are scariest?

Select a group of children for each sound.  Practise them in individual groups.  Appoint a 
�conductor�, and practise responding promptly to him/her.  Each sound needs to be very short, so 
as not to interrupt the ß ow of the song too much.

Some suggestions for classroom sounds:-

skeleton:  

bat:   
rat:   
clock:   
banging door: 
wind:   

rattling a box with jigsaw pieces inside, or shaking a box of 
drawing pins
ß ap the pages of a notebook
pair of scissors open and shut quickly
tap a pair of pencils together
heavy book slammed shut
blow across the top of a milk bottle

� Talk about castles.  Is there one in your neighbourhood?
� Make some sounds to accompany other favourite songs, poems or stories.
� Listen carefully to the One Potato, Two Potato signature tune!  It is composed of many 

of the objects which can be found in a classroom e.g. a bouncing ball, a ruler vibration 
and recorders.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music

Composing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: explore and investigate  
     ways of making sounds; select sounds in response to stimulus;  
     select sounds to express mood and atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: play simple instruments on  
     their own and to accompany singing; develop manipulative   
     control in playing simple instruments.

One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005
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PPROGRAMME 10

HISTORY
castles

MUSIC
learn/sing song

SCIENCE
creating sound

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: think and talk about the  
     features and effects of the music they create, perform and listen  
     to.

Science

Physical Processes   Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore ways of making
Sound     sounds using familiar objects.

Cross-Curricular Links

TheHairy Scary Castle One Potato, TwoPotato
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